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ABSTRACT

Post-modernity is characterized by virtual phenomena, such as trolling, which undermine
the relationship of trust and the image of the Self. Just in anonymity, these special
Internet users pursue their provocation goals. At the individual level the phenomenon of
trolling involves the splitting between real identity and virtual identity with socially
unacceptable behaviors. The research aims to analyze fake profiles and their interactions
with quali-quantitative methodologies, through Emotional Analysis, from which it is
possible to extract a dataset, useful for the promotion of a digital social culture, in which
the Net is the place where it develops connective intelligence.
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THE “DARK” SIDE OF WEB AND THE NEW DIGITAL IDENTITIES

Following the great Digital Revolution, the “fluid” man changes not only the perception
of what he lives, but also the very essence of the experience, that is the “Who is”, hence
his identity: a re-written identity using the computer. Redefining your identity in a digital
context is, in many ways, beneficial because it allows you to take time to rethink and
choose descriptions, photos or videos best suited to the desire to be constantly visible. In
particular, the strong wave of social networks has initially differentiated the virtual and
digital identity constructs. Virtual identity is the set of potentials, expectations and
imaginations that have not yet materialized in the online environment: on the contrary,
digital identity is the result of the process of “rethinking in an online context”.
Subsequently, the aforementioned distinction was canceled with the predominance of the
digital identity over the virtual one. It is a multiple digital identity because it can be
confirmed or disconfirmed, real but also fake, where the subjects can choose different ways
to express themselves and interact with other subjects. Indeed, it is above all thanks to
the endless possibilities of freedom offered by the Net and to this constant man-machine
relationship, which gives rise to a new fragmented “Who”, incapable also of distinguishing
reality from virtuality, driven by the uncontrollable fantasy of being able to become
another from himself. Thus, in the age of post-modernity, the computer becomes a
subjective medium, which, as stated by the American sociologist and psychologist Sherry
Turkle (2005):
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“We explicitly address the computer for experiences that we hope will be able to change
the way we see or influence our social and emotional lives. When you venture into roleplaying games or fantasy worlds, or when you reach a community to meet friends and
virtual lovers, you no longer think of computers as an “analytical machine”. We are
discovering the computer as a machine for intimacy”.
Undoubtedly, if on the one hand the Net multiplies the possibilities of creating digital
identities, on the other, lacking distinctive indices to depict, such as the tone of the voice
or particular facial expressions, traits, that is, that belong only to the person as
dematerialized (a physical Chi), virtual spaces provide more freedom to avoid being
identified. On the one hand, digital identity is in extreme need of anonymity because it
allows open discussion of very intimate topics in relative security; on the other hand,
however, the mere omission of the name could give rise to hostile behavior, it can be to
encourage aggression because it makes behavior more uninhibited, less conditioned by
conventions and social norms. Anonymity is characterized by the desire not to
authenticate, to act in an invisible and sometimes provocative manner: this is one of a
darkest side of web. When provocative action has a function of fun, we witness the
phenomenon of ‘trolling’: it is about people who deliberately try to create discussions or
sow discord with negative comments, insults or provocations, trying to lengthen the time
for discussion. In fact, acting like a troll is a game of false identity, performed without the
consent of the other participants. The troll tries to be accepted as a legitimate user and
intervenes as long as the other participants do not recognize the false identity or until the
fun that the troll tries to act provocatively decreases. When, however, the troll uses a
hostile communication, as insults related to the character, professional competence or
physical appearance of a person, the most natural reaction is to respond in the same way;
or that of responding with a certain amount of aggression, proportional to the offense, as
the quarrel intensifies, people use increasingly offensive expressions. All this is amplified
in a virtual environment because even those who try to placate the discussion from the
outside remains involved, while employing irony. At the individual level the phenomenon
of trolling involves the splitting between real identity and virtual identity, acting with
socially undesirable behavior. The studies on the topic were of an interdisciplinary nature
and were born as a result of the Social Network Revolution and therefore following the
evolution of opportunities that the Network has provided.

TROLLING: A REVIEW OF INTERNATIONAL LITERATURE

Online trolling is a practice of deceptive and destructive behavior in a social
environment like the Internet, with no apparent instrumental purpose. The trolls share
many features of the classic villain of Joker: a modern variant of the Trickster archetype
of ancient folklore. Just like the Joker, trolls act as agents of chaos on the Net, taking
advantage of “hot-button issues” (a problem or a collective concern that is usually
controversial in public opinion, which triggers an immediate intense reaction) to bring up
the users overly emotional or crazy in some way. If an unfortunate person falls into their
trap, the trolling intensifies for further, ruthless fun. This is why novice Internet users
are regularly warned with: “Do not feed the trolls!”.
Existing literature is sparse and multidisciplinary in nature (Herring, JobSluder, &
Scheckler, 2002). For example, Shachaf and Hara (2010) have conducted interviews with
the trolls of Wikipedia, finding topics such as boredom, attention research, revenge,
pleasure, desire to cause damage to the community between their motivations expressed
for trolling. In other research, Hardaker (2010) conducted an analysis of the content of
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Usenet posts that identified four main characteristics of trolling: aggression, deception,
interruption and success.
According to the authors of two Canadian studies “Trolls just want to have fun”
(Buckels, Trapnell, & Paulhus, 2014) on the perception of trolling, the respondents (N =
1215) completed personality questionnaires and a survey of their styles of commentary on
Internet. Overall, strong positive associations emerged between the frequency of online
comments, trolling enjoyment and the identity of the trolls, highlighting a common
construct at the base of the measures taken. Both studies revealed similar patterns of the
relationship between trolling and dark tetrad of the personality: trolling is positively
correlated with sadism, psychopathy and Machiavellism. The studies performed used both
enjoyment evaluations and identity scores. Of all the personality measures, sadism
showed the most robust associations. The pleasure of other online activities, such as
chatting and discussing, were not related to sadism. So according to these studies cybertrolling seems to be a manifestation of the Internet of daily sadism.
Still in the context of the studies conducted by Buckels, Trapnell, and Paulhus (2014),
the disruptive and “nonsensical” aspects can distinguish trolling from other forms of
online antisociality such as cyberbullying, where identities are usually clear (Lenhardt,
2013) and the intent is more direct. The frequency of the activity is an important
correlation of the antisocial uses of the technology. For example, cyber bullying is often
perpetrated by heavy Internet users (Juvonen & Gross, 2008), and unpleasant people use
mobile technologies more than others, not for socializing, but for personal entertainment.
Still other research has linked the low pleasantness, the low conscientiousness and the
high extroversion to the heavy use of the Net (Andreassen, Griffiths and Gjertsen, 2013).
These models parallel gender differences in online behavior: men according to Joiner,
Gavin, and Duffield (2005) use much more the Internet and have higher levels of
antisocial behavior online. Overall, the results suggest that it might be useful to examine
the trolling associations with the Big Five, gender differences and global Internet habits.
The variables of harmful personalities known as Dark Tetrad of the personality:
narcissism, Machiavellism, psychopathy and sadistic personality (Buckels, Jones, &
Paulhus, 2013). Their relevance is suggested by the research linking these traits to
bullying to adolescents and adults.
Useful research shows that the narcissists (Ljepava, Orr, Locke, & Ross, 2013) and
those with antisocial personality disorder (Rosen, Balena, Rab, Carrier and Cheever,
2013) use Facebook more frequently than others, thus indicating that dark part of
personality and to show where the trolling comes from. After all, trolling culture embraces
a concept practically synonymous with sadistic pleasure in troll-speak (Buckels et al.,
2013).
In conclusion, through these studies on trolling, antisocial individuals are more likely
to connect with others like them and to pursue their personal brand of “self-expression”
more than they did before the advent of the Social. The troll character seems to be a
malevolent case of a virtual avatar (Dunn & Guadagno, 2012; McCreery, Krach, Schrader,
& Boone, 2012), which reflects the real personality and his own ideal self.
Together with these studies, Coles and Wes (2016) confirm that ‘trolling’ can have
multiple, inconsistent and incompatible meanings, depending on the context in which the
term is used and according to the purposes of the person using the term. Coles and Wes
(2016), tracing the data of 14 online forums with the relevant newspaper comment
threads, have identified in the online messages: easily identifiable trolls; nostalgic trolls;
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trol that communicate vigilantism and trolls purely malicious. Therefore, neither the
“troll” category nor the “trolling” action have a single fixed meaning. Each online tolling
action can be presented as desirable or undesirable, depending on the purpose at the time
of publication on the Internet. These actions also occur during online computer game
sessions (Thacker & Grifths, 2012), online encyclopedias (Shachaf & Hara, 2010), online
newspapers (Ruiz et al., 2011) and online petitions (Virkar, 2014).
In online newspapers reserch, comments in online news it could be the contemporary
arguments as in the eighteenth-century cafés that founded the public sphere. This article
assesses to what extent these forms of digital discussion adapt to the Habermas principles
for democratic debate, using its discursive ethics as a demanding normative reference
point. The sample of over 15,000 comments was selected from the online versions of five
national newspapers of different political and journalistic contexts: The Guardian (United
Kingdom), Le Monde (France), The New York Times (United States), El País (Spain) and
La Repubblica (Italy). The ethical guidelines and legal structures established by the
newspapers and their moderation strategies have been considered to understand the
different settings of the conversations. Two models of public participation emerge from
the analysis, one in which debate communities are formed based on mostly respectful
discussions between different points of view and another of homogeneous communities,
in which expressing feelings about current events dominates the contributions and it is
less than a discussion topic
As part of online games, trolls tend to play longer game sessions. Frequent trolls are
significantly younger and male. The type of trolling includes: griefing, sexism / racism and
false / intentional failures and the motivation of trolling, in online gaming environments,
include: fun, boredom and revenge (Thacker & Grifths, 2012).
According to Ditrich and Sassenberg (2017), moreover, within the Facebook groups,
where not all the members must necessarily adhere to the rules of the group itself,
according to explicit or implicit rules, they show a deviant behavior. According to a model
based on the social identity approach regarding responses to the deviations of rules in
Facebook groups, deviant members were perceived as a questioning of what the group
represents, subverting the identity of the group itself. Subsequently to these perceptions
of identity subversion, the members of the group, in turn, were motivated to control and
exclude the “deviated”. It has been noted that together with these behaviors, participants
usually ignore the contributions of those who have decided to exclude them, not recalling
them after having read the timeline of the online group. This, however, does not seem to
lead to the decadence of a social group, but promotes a “natural purification” within the
group itself, through the elimination of negative influences. The trolls within the
Facebook groups have been categorized as: grumpy, fanatical, sadistic liars, illiterate and
irrational bigots.

TROLLS ALERT: A GAME OF FALSE IDENTITIES

In post-modernity and with the birth of the “Net-lingo”, we are witnessing the diffusion
of the terms “troll” and “fake”. In constructing a false identity, an Internet user fake
weaves the dense web of relationships and communications about deception; but when
the goal of a fake profile is to provoke or hit someone by enjoying pleasure and fun, one is
faced with the construction of a character who lives in fiction but with the goal of harming.
Starting from this current assumption, the research aims to analyze fake profiles on the
most famous hunting ground, such as social networks, from which a taxonomy will be
created and the related study of interactions with qualitative-quantitative methodologies,
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using Emotional Analysis; which will provide the polarity of the ‘diatexts’ (Manuti &
Mininni, 2017), through which it will be demonstrable how real users react in case of
trolling and in hostile communication contexts. Therefore, the four fake “unmasked”
profiles were analyzed through the semiotics of the images of the aforementioned profiles.
Furthermore, the interactions of the identified profiles were collected, which were
analyzed with quanti-qualitative methods. Emotional Anlysis allows us to understand
how the interactions of two groups of users (trolls and real users) are emotionally colored
and what strategies real users put in place to react to provocations. The diatextual
analysis of the “troll” interactions, as qualitative methodology, has allowed to detect the
signification practices deriving from the dense plot of intertwining of text and context of
enunciation, providing the possibility to draw up a taxonomy of profiles and trolling
functions, with the expectation that it can be a valid support to the creation of algorithms
able to favor the identification of a dataset useful for the promotion of a digital culture.
The Semiotics of Troll Images
Sight is one of the most attractive senses of the human being, as it communicates
messages immediately with respect to the written text. An image is the privileged and
mediated way to pass quickly from the level of the signifier (plane of the expression) to
that of the meaning (plan of the content). Being continually immersed in a semi-sphere,
even the art of creating false virtual identities is becoming a game of attractiveness that
makes many users fall into the trap because, starting from the images, the rapid
transition from the signifier to the meaning is difficult. In general, the creation of a virtual
profile, for example on a social network like Facebook, becomes a way of representing
oneself that captures certain particular aspects of one’s personality to be identified. Since
the function of a troll is not to be recognized, generating a profile becomes a real creative
act, which can however provide important information at a sign level, for example, on the
photo of the loaded profile or on the name choice. For this reason, a semiotic analysis of
the profile images of four trolls recognized as such by users was conducted. The semiotic
analysis of images is a methodology that allows to trace meanings within visual objects
and is based on the plastic analysis of the image that includes three levels:
1. topological organization, where the constitutional elements of the image are
identified;
2. eidetic organization, where the lines of the visual object analyzed are highlighted;
3. chromatic organization.
After having identified these three characteristics, we find the plastic formats that
allow to reach the content, that is the transition from the signifier to the meaning, which
are divided into two aspects:
1. the symbolic correlation, that is the set of conventions and cultural aspects connected
to the expression plane (for example if the gold color indicates sacredness, the subject /
object depicted that dresses gold, will be a sacred subject / object);
2. the semisymbolic correlation, which provides a relationship between a category of
the expression and one of the content (for example the topology / topology category, can
correspond to one of the content where “high” corresponds to “sacred” and “low” to “
profane”.
The application of this methodology aims to understand the presence or absence of
regularity in the choice and, therefore, creation of a false identity.
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Figure 1. Examples of recognized false profiles

In the images shown as examples of recognized false profiles, it can be noted at the
topographical level that the chosen subjects are always in the foreground, as if to indicate
the desire to imitate real profiles. The subjects depicted are almost all in a central
position, except in the case of Profile 3, whose character is slightly moved to the left. All
subjects are in a frontal position, except for the one shown in Profile 4, which is shown
with shoulders. All images have light colors, almost tending to blur, except in Profile 1.
An often common feature in the creation of false profiles is the choice to be represented
by known figures, but which are not known to all social strata of the population. For
example, Profile 1 chose the image of Patricia Horoho, a woman general of the US Army,
known as “Heroine Nurse” (literally ‘Nurse Hero’); similarly, in Profile 3 the Filipino
actress and singer Jennylyn Mercado is portrayed. The false profile, therefore, interacts
with people of different cultures, different ages from the character that represents it, in a
background where it is difficult to recognize, but in which it can have all the
characteristics of a real identity: for example photos in which the character shows his own
face, but not totally, perhaps with his eyes covered, as the eyes are one of the distinctive
traits of a human being. In addition, the choice of a female figure helps to be more
attractive, since if the target of the interaction is a man, with an attractive woman as a
profile image, you are more likely to succeed; if the target of the interaction, on the other
hand, is a woman, the female image can be more reassuring and therefore favor the
success of the interaction.
In other cases, on the other hand, the objective of the false profiles is precisely that of
being identified, but the choice of an image with respect to another depends on which
message one wishes to transmit. For example, in Profile 2, the choice fell on a typical
representation of Corto Maltese, a character of comics, a lover of adventure and freedom.
This shows that fake wants to act online in an undisturbed way, having the right to
freedom. While in Profile 4 the figure shown is not recognizable and looking from the other
side of the screen, it provides as an ideal to look beyond the screen.
Even the choice of the name of a false virtual identity is significant and not casual. The
analysis of the above profiles shows that: in many cases the names and surnames are
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composed of the same number of letters as the real name and surname; in other conditions
it is acronyms of the letters of the real name and surname; in others, the same name is
used and as a surname a number, generally the number “one” to indicate a certain degree
of supremacy compared to other fakes or to pretend the truthfulness of one’s own identity
(for example “Antonio Uno”).
These profiles, in addition to being false, also have the function of defamation,
provocation, but also to cheat other users. Another common indicator concerns the activity
on profiles: these profiles share few contents, post a few photos, have very low online
activities, but all interactions take place outside their profiles. The privileged terrain of
attack of the trolls are the Facebook groups, virtual places where there are more Internet
users who have a common objective of discussion. But what happens when other Internet
users recognize the trolls? What do the real identities feel?
Troll Hunt and Senti-ment
In post-modernity, society experiences a great paradox: the diffusion of algorithms and
the scientific nature with the constant claim of the search for truth on the part of alterity,
which however continually clashes with modern liquidity, leaving the human being in
fragility. A concrete example of this fragile and uncertain life is outlined in the discommunications between true and false profiles, which have the aim of provoking real
identities. What happens when on the part of the real profiles the expectations of truth
placed in the mediated communication act are not respected? On the contrary, what are
the false profiles trying to ‘control’ when they are ‘unmasked’? In order to answer these
research questions, in order to understand if the methods of interaction can be predicted
to implement the algorithms in the recognition of false provocative profiles, a
quantitative-qualitative methodology has been used on 15 interactions between the four
above-mentioned troll profiles and users. real on Facebook. The research was carried out
looking for the name of the false profile and collecting the communication acts mediated
in the “post” section: in this way, 62 comments from real users and 54 comments and posts
of the false profiles were analyzed. Considering these extracts as diatests, whose practice
of understanding the meaning depends on the dense network of text and context, an
Emotional Analysis was carried out using the IBM “Tone Analyzer” software, which
allows to obtain as output the prevailing basic emotion. In the case of the trolls’ speeches,
the prevailing emotion confirmed is the anger, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Emotional Analysis output of troll speech

At the micro-text level, the software allows to evaluate the individual aspects that
allowed the calculation of the prevailing emotion. In the case of trolls, the function of
anger as emotion is to evoke a sense of injustice: to create a false identity and to provoke
a sense of injustice, as in the following example:
Eg. “Cresci e impara signorina o chi per te sta scrivendo trovare un posto di
lavoro a tutti quelli a cui hai promesso ma prima per te perchè con il tuo
alzamano è giusto che tu abbia un lavoro”
In this example, which the software deemed containing anger, highlights aspects
related to injustice and humiliation. The false identity and the lack of recognition is a
defense of the real identity, this allows us to say what we think without suffering social
© 2019, Online J. Commun. Media Technol., 9(2), e201910
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repercussions just because we can not identify them; on the contrary, instead, real users
who need veiled rhetorical strategies, such as irony, in order not to understand the true
meaning of the message.
But the provocation is not built only in the contents of the message, but also in the
form. In fact, they are recognizable provocative linguistic structures, such as the use of a
trivial lexicon. In this regard, due to the netiquette present in social networks and the
fear of any possible censorship, any dirty words are partially obscured, as in the following
example:
Eg. “E poi ci sono loro quelli che condividono qualsiasi cosa di un solo
personaggio quelli che non hanno sfere per dire qualcosa di proprio quelli senza
personalità quelli senza P...E.......inutile DIFFERENZIARLI”
In addition, the use of incorrect or minimal punctuation, as well as the use of
grammatically incorrect verbal forms, is another attempt to make oneself unrecognizable.
On the part of the real user this aspect is perceived as interfacing with an unacculturated
identity. In reality, the degree of education is another element of recognition, so the task
of a false profile with provocative intent is also to build the whole message, lying more on
the form than on the content. For this reason, latency times in responses from a troll
profile also increase. Indeed, to the following attack by a real user “You are a Fake and
a false can not but come fake”, the false identity with provocative intentions insists on
the veracity of the affirmed contents, as in the following example: “I am a FAKE, but
what I say is truth! “.

CONCLUSION

In a post-modern world governed by algorithms, where there is a claim to values such
as honesty and truth, “liquid” identities emerge. These are identities created specifically
to provoke real users in virtual places where they discuss topics that segment the
population into two or more factions: these identities insinuate themselves in these
fractures and have the aim of recalling a sense of justice without, however, “Put your
face”. In the study, four fake Facebook profiles were analyzed, which were unmasked by
real users, in the interactions they admitted to be false profiles with provocative intent,
then troll profiles.
On the basis of these results, it is expected that the identification of these significant
characteristics may support the creation of algorithms able to favor the identification of a
dataset useful for the promotion of a digital culture, aimed at eliminating the gap between
the real individualities. and virtual, in the perspective of a “global village” (McLuhan,
1964), in which the Net is not evil, but the place where connective intelligence develops.
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